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ABSTRACT 
 

The work presented in this paper highlights the need for the study to determine the reactivy variation ramps 
needed and possible to meet the real operational condicitions required by a nuclear submarine in this several 
operating fases. 

In accordance with the operational needs and necessary maneuvers in certain tactical situations, large power 
variations in the propulsion are demanded. As these sudden and severe changes in propulsion come from the 
thermal power of nuclear origin, the operation of the nuclear island has to know what kind of answers and 
criticality variations are necessary to meet each demand speed required. It should be noted that these criticality 
inserts are conditioned, not only by the propulsion needs, but fundamentally by the imperative need to ensure 
the core integrity and the chain reaction sustainability considering the phenomenons and complex effects, 
nonlinear and retro-fed involved. It has to be determined what is the past and required time for each criticality 
insertion is perceived as motor power. 

Considering the highlighted aspects, this article concludes and indicates to its end, the need to establish a base 
operating transitional agenda, according to the naval combat doctrine, to be tested and analyzed under the 
aspects and peculiarities of kinetic reactors, with the purpose of being generated the appropriate criticality 
curves for each real need and their respective times of anticipated action. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Brazilian nuclear submarine (SNBR) beyond being a daring military project, it is today, 
because of its strategic importance, a State project. The program basically consists of using a 
commercial reactor type PWR of 50MW eletrics embarked on a hull based on the Scorpene 
submarine model [5, 6]. Design and build it has become a great challenge to the technical and 
scientific sectors of the country. However, the motivation of this work is based on the 
operation of this embarked nuclear plant, by reactivity variation analysis, in order to obtain 
optimally  the power variations (speed) required by the platform. 

Commercial reactors, especially the PWR model, are designed to operate on the basis of an 
electrical system. Thus, its operational transients are very established and predictable. 
Basically it consists on monotonous and gentle slopes of reactivity variation, aiming the 
installation shutdown or its starting. The cases that go beyond these expected situations are 
analyzed according to accident studies, where the occurrence of anomalous operating 
conditions can degenerate into an unsafe situation. 

However, a submarine has the fundamental characteristic the need to move and because it is a 
military platform, this displacement often occurs from variations requiring sudden speeds 
changes. For example, suppose hypothetically that to maintain their discretion, the submarine 
needs to navigate at low speeds, however, by some specific reason, may need to escape and 
consequently its speed should be increased to the maximum and in the shortest time possible. 
nevertheless, the thermal power demand, required by the turbine, suddenly increases, as that 
power comes from the fission chain reaction of uranium-235, it is imperative increasing 
fission rate in proportion. This criticality insertion should occur so that the integrity of the 
core and the sustainability of the reaction are guaranteed. 

Anomalous and extreme situations will be demanded of the reactor, but the aim of this article 
is not the study of the reaction degradation of study in a risk situation, but bring the 
experience in accident transients that already exist, to suit the needs of operational transients 
required on these critical occasions for submarine operation. 

 

2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS  
 

To get the power ramps that meet these operational transients required in real situations of 
use of SNBR, we will consider the effects of feedback, in order to maintain the criticality of 
the reactor. And the elapsed time, since the operations in the reactor, taking into 
consideration the heat transfer to the components of the first and second cycles, up to its 
processing in the turbine into mechanic power. 
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2.1. Feedback Effects 
To analize about feedback effects, it is important to think in the concept of reactivity (ρ), 
which is defined as: 

ρ =1− 1
K                                                                    (1) 

Where K is the multiplication fator, defined as: 
 

K =
Number of neutrons in one generation

Number of neutrons in the previous generation
=
Neutron production rate

Neutron loss rate
=
P(t )

L(t )       (2) 

 
The reactivity depends on several parameters wich characterize the system status, such as the 
fuel temperature (TF), the temperature moderator (TM), the refrigerant pressure, the reactor 
power, etc. 
 
After defining these parameters, we will analyze the following concepts: 
 
2.1.1. Moderator Temperature Reactivity Coefficient 

 
Its behavior is as follows: the heat generated in the nuclear fuel is transferred to the 
moderator, causing an increase in its temperature. This phenomenon decreases the moderator 
density, causing the decrease in the amount of moderator atoms per unit volume, which 
actually reduces the ability of moderation and consequently fewer neutrons are thermalized 
(moderate for the range of low energy). As a result, the number of fissions induced decreases 
and the multiplying factor (2) also decreases, causing a drop in reactor reactivity (1). 
 
2.1.2. Resonant Capture 
 
It is important to note that when the temperature of the reactor rises due to increased power 
(e.g. removing control rods), the absorptions (resonance absorption) of neutrons by nuclear 
fuel increase (Doppler effect), fig. 1, leading to a decrease in multiplying factor. This 
coefficient is also called Doppler coeficiente [2]. 
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Figure 1: Doppler broadening of a ressonance with increasing temperature [2]. 
 
 

2.1.3.  Dryout 
 
During transients when the heat flux is high or the flow of the coolant is low, vapor bubbles 
are formed in the outer clad surfasse, fig. 2 [3]. The nucleation of bubbles, before the value 
limit to occur departure from nucleate boiling (DNB), is a phenomenon, increases the thermal 
efficiency of the reactor by increasing the heat transfer rate from the nuclear fuel to 
moderator because of the high value of latent heat coefficient of the water. However when 
such bubble nucleation is very intensely to a vapor film which greatly decreases the heat 
transfer coefficient on the clad surface. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

	  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Critical heat flux mechanisms [3]. 

 

2.2. Reaction Time 
 
The increase in heat flow from the neutron intervention is not transferred instantly to the 
turbine. This amount of heat passes the nuclear fuel to moderator, for all of the components 
of the first cycle to the steam generator, which will be transported to the second cycle and so 
on. This delay between the production of thermal energy and its actual transformation into 
mechanical work occurs because the properties in heat transfer in a Thermo-hydraulic system 
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in series and is also depending on the nature of the phenomena involved, the materials of 
pipes and components as well as the dimensions and geometry of the project, among others. 
 
Suppose that for some operational need the submarine has to evade. In this particular case its 
speed would vary quickly to the maximum value possible. But the operator must have the 
knowledge, even to plan its action, that the platform will only achieve the required speed 
after a period  of time Δt after the interference in the reactor. 
 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 

In a direct problem, we would have a set of inputs to be inserted in a neutron physical model, 
that through a set of simulations; which would take into account the properties and 
characteristics of the thermo-hydraulic system; generate a respective set of  mechanical 
power outputs, Fig. 3. 
 
 

	  

 

 

 

Figure 3: Direct problem block diagram. 

 

But this work is based on the inverse method (inverse problem). That is, a known power 
curve demanded, as a function of time, demanded, will generate interventions that should be 
made in the reactor, Fig. 4. 

	  

	  

	  

 

 

 

Figure 4: Inverse problem block diagram. 
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3.1. Neutron Stage - Neutron Kinetic Model 
 

The point kinetics model is given by [4]: 
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#
$
%                       (6) 

 

where )(tpp = is the normalized power, )(tCC ii = is the concentration of the i th group of 
delayed neutron precursor emitter, )(tinρ is the insertion reactivity, as the control rods, fα  
and ℓα  are reactivity coefficients. 
 
3.2. Termo-hydraulics Stage 
 
3.2.1.Termo-hydraulics model 
 
As the rod is much longer than the diameter, heat flux is assumed only in radial direction. 
Along the coolant channel it is assumed one-dimensional. Conductivity and pressure are 
disregarded along the channel. The coolant flow is in a convective regime. The channel is 
segmented in various sections. At fuel region the heat equation is discretized assuming that 
temperatures are interface centered. That permits representing the hole in the centerline. The 
gap between fuel surface and internal surface of cladding is dealt with a resistance to the heat 
flux. 
 

                                   

                          (7)  
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Having in mind that means (fuel) or (cladding). And the others parameters are: 

(density); (specific heat); (conductivity) or (heat density). In the cladding  

represents an average value in the volume and . 

 For the coolant we have: 

 

''.. qTUc
t
T

c !!
ℓℓℓ

ℓ
ℓℓ ∇−∇−=
∂

∂
ρρ                                            (8) 

 

where, is coolant velocity, is heat flux into the coolant.  

From the viewpoint of the coolant, the heat flux is given: 

 

                                                          (9) 

 

where, is heat transfer coefficient, and are cladding surface and cannel coolant 
average temperatures, respectively.  
 
3.2.2. Electrical analogy 
 
To analyze the power ramps, we have to consider the time delay in each stage. So, the 
platform operator needs to know that will pass one Δt between its operations to turbine 
answer, as already mentioned in item 2.2. To study the thermo-hydraulic system time 
constant and its enthalpy change, this stage was correlated to an electrical circuit with it 
resistances in series, where the circuit response time constant and their potential losses are 
respectively related to the time response of the system and its loss of enthalpy. 
 
Note that the components of the two cycles are associated with electrical resistances arranged 
in series, fig. 5. 
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Figure 5: Analogy between the Thermo-hydraulic system and an electrical circuit. 

 

3.3. Steam Turbine Model 

 

ηlp =
hr − h4
hr − h4

'

                                                              (10) 

Where: 

ηhp =  High pressure turbine efficiency. 

ηlp =   Low pressure turbine efficiency. 

h2,h4  = Steam enthalpy leaving the high and low pressure turbine at points 2 and 4 
respectively. 

h '2,h
'
4  = Isontropic enthalpy at points 2 and 4. 

hc  =   Steam enthalpy leaving the nozzle chest. 

The actual steam enthalpies at points 2 and 4 are derived from preceding equations as 
follows: 

h2 = hc −ηhp(hc − h2
' )                                                      (11) 
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h4 = hr −ηlp(hr − h4
' )                                                       (12) 

	  

 The above relations [1] are use to determine the out put power of the turbine system.  

 

 

4. EXPECTED RESULTS 
 

The objective of this work is to study what the possible withdrawal rates of control rods that 
will generate power increase ramps viable and optimized, considering the constraints cited 
and the delay from the heat production through the reactor to the mechanical work done by 
the turbine. Thus the time between neutronic intervention and the real readiness of the 
submarine to answer  the required operating requirements. 
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